
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022 

Compiled Thurs. 29 Dec. 2022 12:01am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

“Yeah, I’m in a Cult. We Brainwash people to think for themselves.” 

…The American Prince on Telegram 

 

We are the Land of the Free 

Because of the Brave 

Because of the Brave (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Judy Note:  

 More than 50,000 letters have been written to SCOTUS in favor of the Brunson 

petition which charges Congress with not investigating over 100 Congress people’s 

claims of Election Fraud before they certified the 2020 Election. A favorable ruling 

would dissolve Congress and the Biden Administration. 

 According to the Russian Military, US Inc. was in the process of moving their illegal 

bioweapons research out of Ukraine and relocating the labs in Central Asian and Eastern 

European countries – a move which was against rules set by the Geneva Convention.  

 The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA were suspected to have an 

implementation deadline of Jan. 1 2023, while a Patent confirmed that VISA, in 

conjunction with Harvard University, had developed a digital fiat (CBC) currency (for 

the Deep State?).  

 As mega snowstorms and unprecedented colds blanketed the country over the 

Christmas Holiday, Southwest Airlines cancelled over 4,500 flights, leaving thousands 

stranded. 

 All Intel on the Global Currency Reset has gone quiet. 

 The Emergency Broadcast System won’t be long. It’s a War for your Mind - Episode 

165 with HonestWalterWhite: https://rumble.com/v22si54-the-ebs-wont-be-long-its-a-

war-for-your-mind-episode-165-with-honestwalterw.html 

 Trump: “I was just advised that the Unselect Committee of political Thugs has 

withdrawn the Subpoena of me concerning the January 6th Protest of the 

CROOKED 2020 Presidential Election. They probably did so because they knew I did 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/because-of-the-brave.html
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nothing wrong, or they were about to lose in Court. Perhaps the FBI’s involvement in 

RIGGING the Election played into their decision. In any event, the Subpoena is DEAD!‖ 

 “White liberals were being portrayed as conservatives for False Flag shooting 

attacks.‖ …John Durham 

 “Those who voted to hand America’s sovereignty away with the Omnibus bill may 

as well be foreign agents. It all goes back to the Central Banking Cartel.‖ …Royce White 

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/royce-white-republicans-have-voted-to-hand-americas-

sovereignty-away/ 

 “Fauci exposed again and again and nobody arrest him for his crimes against 

humanity? Better think twice. All arrests are just not public. In a war, Military Tribunals 

are kept secret.‖ … Elon Musk 

https://www.congress.gov/117/meeting/house/114270/documents/HHRG-117-GO24-

20211201-SD004.pdf 

 “I'm sure that it's just a coincidence that Bush Senior became the Director of the 

CIA and the CIA factually themselves killed JFK. This is the same man who talked 

openly about a New World Order. Everything is connected. That's what people need to 

understand. The web of corruption was so sinister that only God can and will truly save 

us. Yet we've already made tremendous progress, especially in awakening.‖  Did the CIA 

try to kill Ronald Reagan? Because they killed JFK. Did the CIA/Feds kill Martin Luther 

King? Because it sure seemed like the Deep State wanted to silence him. Every lone 

gunman shooting needs to be re analyzed and questioned knowing what we know about 

MK Ultra and the CIA. …JFK Jr. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 Bruce: ―It was my opinion that Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) could be notified to set 

appointments and perhaps begin those appointments on Thurs. 29 Dec.” 

 Tues. 27 MarkZ: “The Central Bank of Iraq has frozen accounts and were not letting 

people withdraw or deposit until 2 Jan. 2023.” 

 Iraqi citizens have been celebrating their revaluation according to their domestic News 

Announcements.  

 Texas Snake on Telegram Revival of America: “My source has alerted me that he has 

been advised to keep his Redemption Staff at the ready as we enter this week. From what 

we understand the (Iraqi) Parliament has agreed on a budget and has passed it along to 

the Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) and their approval will establish a new rate in country and 

our exchange rate should be higher.‖  

 It was believed that last week Dubai 1 and 2 paid out to Sovereign Buyers; Yellow, 

Gold and Red Dragon Bonds and German Bonds were released, along with the codes and 

funds release. Global Currency Reset Funds have been released, with some paid out. The 

funds can’t go backward. Tier4B (us, the Internet Group) were in line to be notified for 

appointments in the near future. 
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 NESARA/GESARA was said to have started Sun-Mon 25, 26 Dec. Many Social 

Security recipients have received letters showing a significant increase in their checks 

beginning Jan. 1 2023.  

 Sunday 1 Jan. 2023 would begin the Global Jubilee Year.  

 It was the goal to have all currencies of the world exchanging at a 1:1 with each other 

by March 2023 – a situation expected to last up to five years. 

B. The Brunson Brothers were about to hear from the Supreme Court on their case that could 

take down the Biden Administration and all of Congress.  

 Will Justice Ever Be Served? Brunson Brothers' U.S. Supreme Court Rule 11 Court 

Case 22-4007 & 22-380: https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-

be-served-brunson-brothers.html 

 Loy Brunson on the Constitution: https://youtu.be/vnSgPkbaDqk  

https://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/shofar-a-heavenly-trumpet-the-voice-of-god-on-the-

lips-of-the-brunsons/ 

 Loy Brunson 12-26-2022 interview on the Thrivetime Show: 

https://rumble.com/v22i7qo-brunson-brothers-will-justice-ever-be-served-brunson-

brothers.html 

 A Call To Action, Juan O Savin: Did you send your letters? Imagine if SCOTUS 

received one million letters from ordinary Americans. Would that indicate the pulse of 

the nation? How about if ten million students, grandmas, aunts, moms and dads sent them 

a note of encouragement? https://t.me/JenniferMac/194 

https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-letters.html 

 Loy Brunson SCOTUS update: more than 50,000 letters already received! 

https://rumble.com/v22stsa-loy-brunson-scotus-update-more-than-50000-letters-already-

received.html 

 Step-by-Step Instructions:  ―How do I write my two letters to the Supreme Court and 

Brunson Brothers?‖ https://rumble.com/v202itp-juan-o-savin-did-you-send-your-

letters.html 

1. Get 2 envelopes, 2 stamps, 2 pieces of paper.  

2. On each piece of paper write attention to the ―9 Supreme Court Justices‖. Express 

support of Brunson vs Alma S Adams et al, No.: 22-380. Sign your name and date it. You 

can write more. It’s that simple. 

Here’s a link to a template letter to personalize/print: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vpq-

CWbB7mAihrYbmFNVM0FDfIKKWWkg2Nt8HQSZ2oA/edit# 

3. You now have either 2 handwritten or printed copies.  

4. One copy goes into a stamped envelope addressed to: Supreme Court of the United 

States, 1 First Street, NE, Washington, DC 20543. 
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5. One copy goes into a stamped envelope addressed to: Loy & Raland Brunson, 4287 

South Harrison Blvd. #132, Ogden, Utah 84403. They’re counting your letters! *Add $1 

dollar to say thanks. 

6. URGENT, the case is slated for JANUARY 6th. Mail your letters! 

7. Share with friends & family. 

C. The Real News for Wed. 28 Dec. 2022: 

 US moving bioweapons research out of Ukraine – Moscow. Unfinished projects are 

being relocated to Central Asian and Eastern European countries, according to the 

Russian military. https://www.rt.com/russia/568853-us-bioweapons-ukraine-kirillov/ 

 West to be slammed with foot of Snow: http://fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/an-

atmospheric-river-is-about-to-slam-the-west-with-feet-of-snow/30950 

 Brazil’s Bolsonaro will reportedly be at Mar-A-Lago for the New Year. 

https://www.yahoo.com/now/report-brazils-bolsonaro-skip-successors-183513014.html 

 Spacex Launches Next Generation of Starlink Satellite System: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/spacex-launches-next-gen-starlink-satellites-low-

earth-orbit 

 Patent confirms VISA, in conjunction with Harvard University, is developing a 

digital fiat (CBC) currency that will use XRP/XLM.  ―We're letting them set up their 

own demise. Playbook known" …Q 

 American/British/NATO TERRORISTS blew up the NordStream pipeline and in 

doing so stopped any chance of Germany becoming a free and sovereign nation away 

from the Great Satan US regime. Their politicians have NOTHING to say about it and the 

people suffer. 

 Travel Hell: Another 2,500 Flights Cancelled... Now Luggage is Lost: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/12/travel-another-2500-flights-cancelled-now-

luggage-lost/ 

 CHEMTRAILS Weather Manipulation New World Order: Robert Fletcher explains 

that the American government has created weather control techniques so that the New 

World Order will be able to starve millions of Americans and control the rest. In this 

context, he also mentions the Vietnam war. 

 Pesticide Atrazine can turn male frogs into females. Atrazine is in our drinking water 

too. Atrazine, one of the world's most widely used pesticides, wreaks havoc with the sex 

lives of adult male frogs, emasculating three-quarters of them and turning one in 10 into 

females, according to a new study by University of California, Berkeley, biologists. 

https://vcresearch.berkeley.edu/news/pesticide-atrazine-can-turn-male-frogs-females 

 Pope Francis Exposed, Part 1: Pachamama Scandal, Support of Communism: 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/episodes/pope-francis-exposed-part-1-pachamama-

scandal-revisited-pope-francis-support-of-communism/ 
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D. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

 Thousands of American Children Being Rescued in Ukraine by Putin: REPORT: 

THOUSANDS OF MISSING AMERICAN CHILDREN BEING RESCUED IN 

UKRAINE BY PUTIN (bitchute.com) 

 The War is on. Trump vs. Child Traffickers: https://rumble.com/v1w6x0s-the-war-is-

on-trump-vs-the-child-traffickers.html 

 Playboy Exposed: https://rumble.com/v1m2bmg--playboy-exposed-sex-with-dogs-and-

worse-playboy-boyplay-part-1.html 

 “ContraLand: Veterans for Child Rescue – a powerful and shocking Documentary 

about Sex Trafficking in America, designed to educate adults about the evils of sex 

trafficking. It's the brainchild of Craig "Sawman" Sawyer—a former decorated member 

of the elite Navy SEAL team 6. The documentary begins with actress Nancy Stafford 

greeting the audience with horrifying statistics about sex trafficking in the United States. 

Sex trafficking is a 38-billion-dollar industry that turns children into "contraband." This 

compelling documentary shows how Sawyer and his team travel to Utah, Connecticut 

and Arizona and work in tandem with law enforcement agencies in sex sting operations, 

which led to 22 arrests. They host stings that lure predators only to arrest them for 

engaging in the desire to exchange sex with minors for money. Sawyer says he's only 

scratched the surface and plans to make more documentaries. He says he's able to offer 

the documentary at no charge because of donations to his non-profit organization, Vets 

for Child Rescue, and sponsors of the documentary. CONTRALAND is well-produced 

and achieves its mission on getting the viewer's mind on fire for justice. 

https://rumble.com/v22scj6-contraland-veterans-for-child-rescue-a-shocking-

documentary-about-sex-traff.html 

 Satanism and the History of the Satanic Panic (Documentary): Throughout the 1980s 

and early 1990s, waves of unsolved murders, child abuse, and other heinous crimes swept 

the media and gripped nations with fear. Then a disturbing pattern began to emerge. 

Repeated accusations by surviving victims pointed to something much darker and much 

more methodical. Survivors, both children and adults, shared horrifying experiences of 

repeated ritualistic torture and murder committed in the name of Satan. 

https://rumble.com/v22ug6s-satanism-and-the-history-of-the-satanic-panic-

documentary.html 

E. Election Fraud: 

 Wed. 28 Dec. 2022: Fox News finally admits the election of 2020 was rigged & admits 

that  Big Tech, the Democrat Party, the CIA, & the Fake News conspired to rig the 2020 

Presidential election against President Donald J. Trump! 

F. Intel Update as reported by many insiders 
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 U.S. Deep State Military was running the show in Ukraine with the CIA and private 

Military (mercenaries for hire). Over ten thousand were fighting in dark covert war for 

the CABAL Deep State and training Ukraine millstone militias and military. 

 WIRES: Two helicopters carrying [DS] Black Hat U.S. Military soldiers were shot 

down while doing a rescue attempt on U.S. Underground Ground bunkers/BIOLABS that 

housed very important [DS] Brigade Generals. 

 A Deep State US Colonial was among those taken prisoner of the shot down HELOS. 

NATO / FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION military FORCEs among captured by the 

RUSSIANS.  

 MASS CASUALTIES TO Deep State U.S./ NATO MILITARY FORCES INSIDE 

UKRAINE.  

 The last remaining Ukrainian fuel depot destroyed. Bringing the Ukraine Mil into 

PANIC and a COMING Stand still.  

 Military stock piles and munitions were running low. That's the reason Biden admin 

Ok's BILLIONS more for Ukraine War. 

 Putin has captured NATO FORCES Deep State U.S. Mil. high ranking commands. In 

underground Russian channels the captured U S. Colonial is seen from the gunned down 

HELOS. 

 Word is that Deep State U.S Brigade/Major GENERALS were caught inside 

D.U.M.Bs The rescue attempt failed and a U.S. Colonial was captured. PUTIN holding 

these cards. 

 There was another reason why MUSK was allowed to position STARLINK over a 

WAR ZONE. Starlink satellites are much more than most think: Military High Grade 

Weapons, Particle Beam weapons. 

 Starlink has been tracking all Black Hats mil. ops since the start. 

 Deep State mil. vs. White Hats Military. Everything happening now will connect to 

future Events and Tribunals. 

 The CHESS set up: How do you bring down the whole damn corrupt system. Deep State 

inside Pentagon CIA Three Letter agencies, NATO, UN, Ukraine. 

G. Robert David Steele: "WE HAVE IT ALL.‖  

 All the illicit wealth in the world has been tracked by the NSA for 15 years. We now 

know Wall Street STOLE $100 Trillion from Main Street & laundered $100 Trillion 

from trafficking children, women, drugs, guns & gold.  

 I can never tire of saying that 90% in the US Government, Military and Intelligence 

community are good people trapped in a bad system.  

 The CIA has been doing rendition & torture, drone assassination, regime change & 

helping to start wars based on lies because war, trafficking humans & drugs etc. are a 

profit center for Wall Street & the Deep State.  



 We have every single one of you by the balls. You cannot survive this. You have one 

out — Make the deal mother-f*cker, or you are going to die.‖ 

H. Testimonies of Nazi War Crimes Against Humanity, Ukraine: 

https://rumble.com/v1mx3gl-nazi-war-crimes-against-humanity-testimonies.html 

 Ukrainian unit describes how their command ordered them to shoot every civilian on 

sight and left the town in ruins. 

 Ukraine soldiers where ordered to shoot their own wounded colleagues (yes, the 

Ukrainian command gave the order to not evacuate their own wounded men but to kill 

them). 

 Going into the village - shoot everyone: such an order was received by the Ukrainian 

military from the 25th brigade of the Armed Forces of Ukraine during one of the battles. 

According to them, they killed civilians, even women and children, threw grenades into 

cellars where people were hiding. 

 They decided to talk about these atrocities only because their commanders left them 

on the front line and ordered to finish off their wounded colleagues so as not to organize 

an evacuation. 

 'We were thrown just like cannon fodder. About 110 persons were forced out and 

replaced by 40. What would these 40 persons do? Just a common grave....' 

 Captured Ukrainian serviceman tells about high losses in the Armed Forces of Ukraine 

and its command that had sent the mobilised personnel right to their death. He notes the 

good treatment of Russian servicemen to the captured and wounded individuals. 

https://rumble.com/v1ktaw5-testimony-nazi-war-crimes-against-humanity.html 

 01.03.22 For people to know the truth, it is necessary to look deep into the history of 

Russia and Ukraine. We are ruled from Brussels by Satanists and everything is twisted. 

Attention, very disturbing material - Satanic Khazarian Azov NAZI Battalion (friends of 

the WEST) crucifies Christians and burns the victim alive. 

 Mainstream Media War will never bring these facts about Crimes, Crimes against 

Humanity - KNOW THE PUR EVIL De-Nazification only way. ALL WILL FACE 

THE DEATH PENALTY. NO MERCY. NO DEALS. ALL WILL BE HUNTED TILL 

THEY WILL BE EXECUTED. https://rumble.com/v1sbi9i-viewer-beware-content-18-

content-18-nazi-crimes-against-humanity.html 

I. The Best Kept Secret of the Deep State by The Free People's Movement from Sweden: 

 Episode 1 - What is the Deep State?: https://rumble.com/v22rbj8-the-best-kept-secret-

of-the-deep-state-episode-1-what-is-the-deep-state.html 

 Episode 2: There is a company called Ericsson: https://rumble.com/v22rcmu-the-best-

kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-2-there-is-a-company-called-.html 
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 Episode 3: SWEDEN - It's a small country, but sharp. Very sharp: 

https://rumble.com/v22rdly-the-best-kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-3-its-a-small-

country-but-sh.html 

 Episode 4: Esse non videri. Acting without being seen: https://rumble.com/v22reay-

the-best-kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-4-esse-non-videri.-acting-wi.html 

 Episode 5: George Soros. Who is he, really?: https://rumble.com/v22rf94-the-best-

kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-5-george-soros.-who-is-he-re.html 

 Episode 6: Russia, the Deep State and the Cold War - Part one: 

https://rumble.com/v22rg3u-the-best-kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-6-russia-the-

deep-state-and-.html 

 Episode 7: Russia, The Deep State and the Cold war - Part two: 

https://rumble.com/v22rh4c-the-best-kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-7-russia-the-

deep-state-and-.html 

 Episode 8: Raoul Wallenberg - What really happened to him?: 

https://rumble.com/v22riaq-the-best-kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-8-raoul-

wallenberg-what-real.html 

 Episode 9: An illusionist never reveals his magic: https://rumble.com/v22rjig-the-best-

kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-9-an-illusionist-never-revea.html 

 Episode 10: The Hidden Enemy listens, to everyone: https://rumble.com/v22rk62-the-

best-kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-10-the-hidden-enemy-listens-.html 

 Episode 11: General George S. Patton - The Murder of an American hero: 

https://rumble.com/v22rm1q-the-best-kept-secret-of-deep-state-episode-11-general-s.-

patton-the-murder-.html 

 Episode 12: Jeffrey Epstein, Ghislaine Maxwell and the Blackmail business: 

https://rumble.com/v22rn5k-best-kept-secret-episode-12-jeffrey-epstein-ghislaine-

maxwell-and-the-black.html 

 Episode 13 - The Lord of the Rings and the All-seeing Eye: 

https://rumble.com/v22ro22-the-best-kept-secret-episode-13-the-lord-of-the-rings-and-

the-all-seeing-ey.html 

 Episode 14: Money Mechanics, the Foundation of Globalism - THE NOW: 

https://rumble.com/v22rpcq-the-best-kept-secret-episode-14-money-mechanics-the-

foundation-of-globalism.html 

 Episode 15 - Roe v. Wade - The Hidden Agenda: https://rumble.com/v22rqc0-the-best-

kept-secret-of-the-deep-state-episode-15-roe-v.-wade-the-hidden-ag.html 

 Episode 16 - Modern Warfare. What is it - and why is it important?: 

https://rumble.com/v22rrbk-the-best-kept-secret-episode-16-modern-warfare.-what-is-it-

and-why-is-it-im.html 

 Episode 17 – Denazification: https://rumble.com/v22l2vc-the-best-kept-secret-of-the-

deep-state-episode-17-denazification.html 
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J. Must Watch Videos: 

 Tues. 27 Dec. 2022, Charlie Ward: Charlie Ward: Urgent! It's About to Go Down!! Get 

Ready, Folks!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 27 Dec. 2022 Situation Update: Situation Update: Deep State Attack On GITMO 

Christmas Day! Military Civil War Going On! WEF Cancels Christmas Trade! Twitter 

Files Covid Edition! - We The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 27 Dec. 2022: Phil Godlewski: Continuity -- December 27th, 2022(Video) | 

Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 27 Dec. 2022 Juan O Savin: Juan O Savin With Michael Jaco: Military Takeover! 

- Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Tues. 27 Dec. 2022 X22 Report: X22 Report - Dem Corruption & Election Interference! 

Deep State Fighting For Their Lives! Something Big Coming! - Must Video | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

K. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

L. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 
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to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

M. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

N. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 28, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 27, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 26, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 23, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 22, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 21, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 20, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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